Here, , where G denotes M C or K, have to be explicitly constructed. For an analytical approach, this step often requires linearization of the functions. For Monte-Carlo-Simulation: Re-assembly of the element matrices is required for each sample.
Non-parametric Modeling
Direct construction of pdf of M C and K without having to determine the uncertain local parameters of a FE model. Soize (2000) has used the maximum entropy principle for non-parametric modeling of system matrices in structural dynamics.
Philosophy of Jayne's Maximum Entropy Principle (1957):
Make use of all the information that is given and scrupulously avoid making assumptions about information that is not available.
Entropy
What is entropy? -A measure of uncertainty.
For a continuous random variable
Maximum Entropy Principle
From the calculus of variation, for
must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation
The probability density function of any system matrix (say ) is defined as 
GOE in Structural Dynamics
Suppose the system is now subjected to constraints of the form (Langley, 2001 ) that the random part of the system matrix of the constrained system approaches to GOE.
Random Rod
Consider the mass matrix in the deterministic modal coordinates: 
